April 21st, 2014

Dear Dr. Basham,

**RE: IJMLS EDITORIAL BOARD**

The Management University of Africa (MUA) is starting an International refereed academic journal to disseminate scholarly and research output.

The name of the Journal is *International Journal of Management and Leadership Studies* (IJMLS). This will be a biennial publication to facilitate exchange, transfer and sharing of knowledge at the university, nationally and globally.

After consultations and thorough searching globally, the University has identified you to join the inaugural Editorial Board. This letter extends our invitation to you to become a member of the journal’s Editorial Board. The University believes it will benefit immensely from your experience in academia and journal publications.

Kindly give us your response by **Friday May 2nd, 2014** to facilitate effective and efficient planning.

We look forward to your response at your earliest convenience. Attached is the cover design for your appreciation.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Dr. Kennedy Ogollah
Conference Chairman

[Signature]

Dr. Alaka Apollo
Conference Secretary